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SOME REMARKS ON UNIFORMLY BOUNDED











Since the appearance of a paper by Carleial and Hellman [2] in 1975, it is known that
the bistable behavior of the ALOHA system is associated with a bimodal shape of the
backlog steady-state disbibution. In this paper, we generalize the problem and ask
under what conditions a one-dimensional Markov Chain possesses a multimodal
steady-state distribution. We restrict our analysis to wtiformly bounded Markov
Chains. In this class of Markov Chains we distinguish so called near birth and death
processes and prove that under some additional assumptions a shape of the distribu-
tion is detennined by the transition probabilities located on the principal diagonal,
subdiagonal and supdiagonal of the transition matrix. This provides a theoretical
explanation for the bistable behavior of the ALOHA system.
I. INTRODUCTION
The evaluation of computer performance is needed during the entire life of a system. How~
ever, as computer networks become more and more sophisticated new complications arise which
pose highly non-trivial design and analysis problems. The most difficult to treat analytically are
pathological behaviors, e.g. congestions, deadlocks, bistability. fairness, hysteresis, and so on.
To deal with such problems a new approach is needed which focuses its attention on phenomena
(properties) and mutual relationships among them. This approach is called qualitative analysis
and one advantage follows from the fact that very often the gross behavior of a system is largely
independent of detailed quantitative values of system variables, and therefore, does not need
detailed quantitative analysis.
The stability problem is a well recognized example of a qualitative approach. In a broad
sense stability deals with a reqUired property of a system in the presence of perturbations. In a
stochastic approach to computer systems analysis a source of disturbances (penurbation) is
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usually the input ttaffic. Here, the definition of stability depends on what one understands by
required properties. For example, if a system is described by a Markov Chain with infinite state
space. then by stability we can mean ergodicity, that is. whether steady-state probabilities exist
or not. When the Markov Chain has a finite state space. then ergodicity is not an interesting pro-
perty since it is known that every irreducible Markov Chain with finite state space possesses a
steady-state solution. However, in such a system a number of new phenomena may occur, which
leads to stability considerations ( for more details see [11]). The best known example is the
ALOHA-type protocol. In this case, the system has a finite Markovian description. but it
posesses a bistable behavior if the steady-state solution is a bimodal function [2]. This implies
that the shape of steady-state distribution is responsible for the behavior of the system. Stability
of such a system is therefore expressed in terms of the shape of the distribution function.
In this paper we consider one-dimensional finite Markov Chains, and study properties of
their steady-state distributions. Instead of concentrating on the exact values of the distribution,
we would rather investigate the shape of the function. That is, we ask if the distribution function
is unimodal. bimodal or multimodal (many maxima of the steady-state distribution). We restrict
our analysis to so called uniformly bounded Markov Chains, i.e., such chains that their downward
or upward transitions are uniformly bounded. We prove that under some additional assumptions
the shape of distribution function depends only on the transition probabilities located on the prin-
cipal diagonal, subdiagonal and supdiagonal of the transition matrix. Using this approach we
give a theoretical explanation for bistable behavior of the ALOHA protocol. Some more exam-
ples will also be discussed. Finally, let us point out that to the author's best knowledge. the only
paper discussing similar problems is the work by Nelson [8] (see also [9]).
2. PROBLEM FORMULATION AND SOME MOTIVATING EXAMPLES
Let Nt be a one-dimensional Markov Chain with finite state space C = rD, 1 , ... , M}.
Let P = {PijhJec and Q = {qijhJec denote the transition matrix and the infinitesimal
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generator for Nt when the time t is discrete and continuous. respectively. Then. the steady-state
probability vector 1& = [Tto, 7th , ... , 1tM] is a solution of a system of linear equation
x(P -I) = 0 (discrete time) or xQ = 0 (continuous time) [1]. Defining a new matrix R which is
either P -I (discrete time) or Q (continuous time), the steady-state vector 1& is a solution of
7tR = O.
Note that clements rij, i ,j E C ofR satisfy the following conditions [1]
ML Tij =0 forany j eC.
j=O




Throughout the paper we assume that Nt is an irreducible and aperiodic Markov Chain, which
implies that for all k e C
1&,\: > O.
Consider now the steady-state probabilities 1t,\:, k E C. as a function of k. Some system
properties are not dependent on the particular values of the distribution function. However, they
may depend on the shape of the function 7tkeC' In particular, it is important to know whether the
distribution is a unimodal function (only one maximum), bimodal (two maxima) or n-modal (n
maxima) of the probabilities TtkeC. For example, a bimodal distribution may lead to bistable
behavior of a system (see ALOHA protocol [2], [6], [10]). There is a natural way to answer the
question by solving the system of linear equations in (2.1). However, this is not acceplable from
the qualitative point of view since (2.1) might be too complex to solve, and what is more impor-
tant, solving (2.1) we resbict our considerations to a particular system and not a class of systems.
In a qualitative approach to this problem, we shall investigate properties of steady-state distribu-
tions without explicit solution of the system of linear equation (2.1). We illustrate this approach
below by some motivating examples.
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Example 2.1. AWHA Protocol
Let us consider M geographically distributed users who compete for access to a broadcast
charmel. The channel is slotted and a slot duration is equal to a packet transmission lime. If no
central coordination is provided, then packets collision is inevitable: simultaneously transmitted
packets colliding and destroy one another. An example is the ALOHA protocol [2], [6], [lOl,
which assumes that colliding users randomly select a future time to retransmit their packets.
Under some circumstances. the system possesses a bistable behavior, that is, it oscillates between
a "good" state and a "bad" state. It turns out that these two states are approximately identified
by the most probable states (i.e., the modes of the distribution function). To be more precisely,
let Nt denote the number of active users in the system at the beginning of the l-th slot. Also let
Xl and yr denote the number of new arrivals to the system, and the number of departures from




In fact, this stochastic equation is satisfied by the queue length process in any queueing model. In
stability analysis, three quantities play an important role: average drift, d(k), average condi-
tional throughput, So(k), and average conditional input Sj (k), where
d(k)=E{N'·l_N'IN'=k}; So(k)=E{y'IN'=k}; Si(k)~E{X'IN'=k}. (2.4)
Using (2.3) it is easy to see that [10]
d(k) = S,(k) - Srl.k). (2.5)
Carleial and Hellman [2] have shown by numerical analysis that the modes of the steady-state
distribution 1tkeC are approximately equal to the roots of d(k) = O. It also might be checked (it




This implies that the multimodality property of 1tkeC depends only on the conditional throughput
SoCk) and conditional input SiCk). In this paper we investigate a possibility to extend this result
to a larger class ofMarkov Chains.
o
There are Markov Chains for which (2.6) is exactly satisfied. An example is birth and death
process which finds many applications in the perfonnance evaluation ofcomputer systems.
Example 2.2. Birth and Death Process
Let Nt be the birth and death process with Qk,k+l = A,\: and qi,k-l = ~k' Then [7]
--=--
It is easy to see that Sj (k) = At and So(k) = Il.b so an equality holds in (2.6).
A generalization of this result is possible through a diffusion approximation.
Example 2.3. Diffusion Approximation
(2.7)
o
Let us assume for simplicity that Nt represents the queue length in a queueing model. If
we treat Nt as a continuous process, and define p(x) as the corresponding density function, then
by diffusion approximation p ex) satisfies the following differential equation [7]
d Pd;,X) = ~:X) p(x)[a(x) - W(x)/2j. (2.8)
In (2.8) a(x) and p(x) are infinitesimal drift and variance, respectively, and W(x) is the derivative
of P(x). In particular, from (2.8) it is clear that the modes ofp (x) are roots of the equation
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a(x) - W(x)12 = O. (2.9)
If W(x) « a(x). then (2.9) is reduced to a(x) = 0 (fluid approximation [6J. [10]). But a(x) is
equivalent to the drift function defined in (2.5), so (2.6) is approximately satisfied.
o
In fact. the problem formulated in terms of (2.6) is not interesting, since only a small
number of queueing problems fall into this class. The next example gives another formulation of
the problem.
Example 2.4. Reversible process [5]
Let Nt be reversible Markov process (for details see [5]). Then. in tenns of mabices R





If Tk,k+l = SjCk) and Tk+l.k = SoCk), then (2.10) is reduced to (2.7), and if (2.10) is satisfied
approximately. then (2.10) is of type (2.6). Eq.(2.1O) implies that the shape of n'eC depends
only on the 5ubdiagonal and supdiagonal elements of R .
o
In this paper we investigate Markov Chain for which (2.10) is approximately satisfied.
However, it must be strongly stressed, that (2.10) or its approximation is a very strong property of
the process. and only a restricted class of Markov Chains satisfies this. In the next example we
present a Markov Chain for which (2.10) or (2.6) does not hold. Moreover, in the example




Let N' be Markov Chain with transition probabilities P defIned as Pk 0 = 1 - Pic.
Pk.,k.+1 = Pic I PkJ = 0 for j '#. 0, k + 1, where Pic is a given nonzero probability ( nonzero elements
arc located on the supdiagonal and in the first column of the transition matrix). The average drift
d(k) = (k+l)Pk - k and 1tk+l = Pic n,t> that is 1tA:+l11t,t = PIr. < 1. The last inequality shows that
1tlceC is a decreasing function for all k, but we can selectpk such that the drift equation has as
many roots as we want. For example. choosing three integers. k ll k 2• k'j '!fM and assuming
p" > klk+l for k < k l • Pk < klk+l for k l < k :5 k 2; Pit. > klk+l for k 2 :5" k s: k 3; and
PI: < klk+l for k'j < k :::;: M. the drift equation has three roots, however, the steady-state distri-
bution is a decreasing function.
o
The last example points out that a Markov Chain wilh drift propeny similar to ALOHA-
type system does not necessarily imply bistability.
3. UNIFORMLY BOUNDED MARKOV CHAINS
We restrict our considerations to a class of Markov Chains known as uniformly bounded
Markov Chains. This section provides definition and some properties of the chains which will be
further used to study mulLimodality.
We say that a Markov Chain N' is downward uniformly bounded (DUB) if there exists an
integer V > °such thatPij =Oorqij=Oforj <i-V. Ifforalli ~V Pi,i-V *Oorqi,i_v*0
that the chain is called strongly downward uniformly bounded (strongly - DUB). On the other
hand, a chain N' is said to be upward uniformly bounded (UUB) if there exists an integer V > 0
such that Pij = °or qij = °for j > i + V and the chain is strongly upward uniformly bounded if
Pi,i+V 'I: 0 or qi,i+V :;e °for all iSM - V. Let us associate with matrices P and Q of a uni-
formly IxlUnded Markov Chain, a new matrix R, which preserves the structured property of P
and Q. In the previous section we have assumed R = P -I (discrete case) or P = Q (continu-
ous case). Thus, for DUB - chain the matrix R might be partitioned in the form
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R 11 R12
RZl R zz (3.1)
where R 12 is V x V matrix. then RZ1 is (M - V+l) x (M - V+l) upper triangular. If R Z1 is
non-singular, then the chain (or the matrix R) is strongly-DUB. On the other hand, for UUB-
chain the matrix R might be partitioned in the form
R= (3.2)
where R;l is V x V while R;2 is non-singular, then the chain (or the maUix R) is sLrongly-UUB.
Furthermore. only strongly uniformly boWlded Markov chains are studied under the assumption
that V << M which is usually satisfied in practice. For example, ifNt is the queue length in a
system. then V may represent the number of servers and M is the capacity of the buffer.






where x, t, c, b are one-dimensional row vectors and c, b are known coefficient-vectors while x
and t must be detennined. We shall assume that R is strongly-DUB matrix, then the transpose
matrix R T is strongly-UUB matrix, i.e., if R is of type (3.1), then R T is of type (3.2). For exam-
pIe, the steady-state vector 1t is a solution of (3.3) if one assumes R = P - I and
c = [0, 0 •...• 0]'-
We now solve Eq. (3.3a) assuming R is a strongly-DUB matrix, i.e. (3.1) holds. We parti-
tion x = (XI. Xi> and c = (C I • Ci>. where and
C1 = (co, C1 , ••• , CV-l). Then (3.3a) can be written as
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Xl R u +X2 R z1 =--c lo
Xl R 12 + X2 R 22 = --ez·








that is, components of X:z are expressed by V components of Xl. clements of VX(M - V - 1)
matrix Hz and (M - M + 1) components of vector dz. The matrix Hz and the vector d z satisfy
equations (see (3.6)).
Hz R 21 = -R 11.
dz R 21 =-eh
(3.8a)
(3.8b)
but since R Z1 is upper triangular Eq. (3.8) can be easily solved. To find an explicit formula on X2
we must determine XI' For, by (3.4b) and (3.5)
(3.9)
hence, Xl is a solution of V linear equation (3.9). Since we have assumed V « M. (3.9) might
be easily solved. The algorithm described by Eqs. (3.4)-(3.9) may be rewritten in a more suitable
form. Therefore,let us define matrix H and vcctor d as
H = (/, H,), d = (0, d,),
where I is V x V identify matrix while 0 is V -elements zero row-vector. We denote an element
ofR ashj(k),wherei =0. 1, ... , V -l,k = 0,1, ... , M. Then,
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Algorithm 1






k =V. V+I •...• M
(3.lOa)




Step 2. Solve for n = M + 1 , .. _. M the following system of V linear equations
V-I M M
L Xj L hiU)rj" =--e/l - L dj rjrl.
i=O j:{J j:{j
to obtain Xl = (xo. XI , . .. , XV-I)'
Step 3. Calculate for all k = V. V + 1 •...• M.
V-I





The system of linear equations (3.3b) can be solved in a similar way. Now R' = R T is
strongly-UUB and it may be partitioned according to (3.2). Moreover, we partition the vectors t
and b. t = [T1• Tzl, b = [B I• B:z.l where Tz and B2 have V components. By imitating the deriva-
lions of the Algorithm 1 we find:
Algorithm 2








k~M,M-I, ... ,M-V +1
(3.110)
k=M-V, M-V-I , ... , 0
k=M.M-I •... ,M+I
(3.I1b)
k ~M - V. M - V -I ... " O.
Step 2. Solve for n = 0, 1 , ... , V-I the following system ofV linear equations
V-I M M
L tM_i L r"J fiU) = -btl - L TIIJ ej.
i=O j:{j j=O
to obtain T 2 = (tM. tM_l ' ... , tM-V+I)'
Step 3. Calculate fork =M - V,M - V-I, ... , O.
V-I






To solve Eq. (3.3) by Gaussian elimination, we need 0 eM2) elements to be stored and a
total of 0 (M3) arithmetic o~rations is needed [4]. It is easy to see that the algoriUuns presented
above need to store only 0 (M) elements and to perform 0 (M2) arithmetic operations for
v «M. However, while Gaussian elimination is stable. these algorilhms are unstable for
v > 1. This comes from the fact that the systems of V x V linear equations (3.lOc), (3.IIc) are
very ilI-conditioned if R is psudo-stochastic matrix.. For V = 1 the algorilhm works very well.
and it is better in terms of storage and arilhmetic operatioIt') than Gaussian elimination. It is par-
ticularly important if a system of linear equations is to be solved many times, e.g., as in Markov
decision process analysis. Nevertheless, for V>l the algorithms have some theoretical impor-
tance since they might be used to study multimodality and to derive, in some cases, explicit
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formulas for the steady state probabilities.
4. MULTIMODALITYPROPERTY OF STEADY-STATE DISTRIBUTION
D
Throughout this section we assume that N' is a unifonnly bounded Markov Chain with
v = 1. In fact, most of the analysis will be done for downward unifonnly bounded Markov
Chains. and by analogy we extend the results to upward unifonnly bounded Markov Chains.
To study the shape ofsteady~statc distribution 1tkeC we introduce coefficients ak defined as
1tk+1
ak = -- k = 0, 1 , ... , M - 1.
'"
(4.1)
Note that ak. > 1 implies that 7tkeC increases at k. and ak < 1 suggests that the distribution
decreases at k. There is a simple recurrence relationship between the coefficients ok' Using
(3.10) we find that (we drop subscript i in hiCk) since V = 1 is considered),
'" = h(k)"o. h(O) = I, (4.2.)
'-I
r'+I~ h(k+I) = -r,. h(k) - L rj' hU), k = 0 ,I , ... , M - I, (4.2b)
j='J
and by (2.2b) r,. ~ O. By (4.2b) also a, = h(k+I)/h(k), hence we obt.in
1 ..\;-1 k-l
Ok = -- [-ra - L rjA: IT aj-I] k = 0, 1 .. ... M - I.
rk+l.k j-=O j""j
Note that under the irreducibility assumption on Nt the coefficients ale and h (k) are positive.
(4.3)
We shall study properties of ale through some inequalities. The recurrence (4.3) is not very
suitable to obtain a lower bound on ale, therefore we transfonn (4.3) into another fonn. Let us
start with
LEMMA. For all n = I, 2 , .... M and k < n the following holds
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" ..L [rk+l,m + L rim II Qj-l ] S" 0,
m=k+l I::/J i=j




Assume now n = M in (4.4) and note that the first and the second term of (4.4), by (2.2),
are equal to
M











Hence, using the above and computing ok from (4.4) we finally obtain an alternative form for Ok>
1 [ •• '-1 ]Qk = -- -rkk - rk,..t-l - L L rim II art .
rk+lJ; j=O m=j-l i=j
(4.5)
The advantage of (4.5) over (4.3) is that in (4.5) the second tcon is summed over rows ofR (see
index m) instead of columns of R as in (4.3) (see index j). TItis is more visible if we rewrite
(4.5) as
Tv: + r""k_! rto_l, 1:-2 + Tk_l, "_1 + Tt-I,t
at =-
r.t+\,I: r.l:+I,l: 0.1:_1
71:-2, "-3 + 7.,_2, k-2 + 71:_'}., i-I + Tk_l):.
r.l:+l,k 0,,_2 0t_1
(4.50)
"00+701 + ... +701:
'.HI): 00 01 ••• 0.t_l
Now it is clear that (4.5) is more suitable since the row-wise sum of R is equal to zero (see (2.2»
and very small terms in (4.5a) might be ignored if necessary.
Using (4.3) and (4.5) we prove
THEOREM. (i) For downward uniformly bounded Markov Chaine; the following holds
- 14-




~ak ::;;-- = ak'
'.I;+I.k
(4.6)
Equality in LHS of (4.6) holds iff R is a tridiagonal matrix (i.e. rij = 0 for Ii - j I > 2). Equal-
ityinRHS of(4.6) holds iffrj' = 0 for j = 0.1 •...• k -1.k = 1. 2 •...• M - I.
(ii) For upward unifonnly boWlded Markov Chain, we have
_ rk,k+l ::;; aJ: ::;; _ rk,A:+1
'.1::+1, ..1:+1 '.1:+1. k+1 + '1:+1. 1:+2
(4.7)
and equality in RHS of (4.7) holds iff R is tridiagonal, while in LHS you can replace the inequal-
ityby an equality ifrj,l:; =OJ =k+l, .... M -1.k = I, 2, ... , M.
Proof We prove (4.6). The RHS of (4.6) follows immediately from (4.3) if one notes that 'p, ~ 0
for j = 0, 1 , ...• k - 1, and for equality in (4.6) we need rp: = 0 for j = 0, 1 •.... k - 1.
The LHS of (4.6) is a consequence of (4.5) and the fact that by (2.2) all tenus in (4.5) arc TImme·
gative. For equality in (4.6) we need that the second teon in (4.5) vanishes (tridiagonal matrix).
Inequalities (4.7) are proved in the same way, but Algorithm 2 must be taken into account.
o
From the queueing view point, the lower bound fbr. is a good bound, and very tight if the
matrix R is "similar" to a tridiagonal matrix (details are discussed below). Unfortunately, the
upper bound a" is not too tight, but we shall show an example that ak tightly upper bounds a".
Below we present three improvements of the upper bound.
Let us define a new sequence liP) as
1
-(11 'a._ k=l •...• M-1.
(4.8)
Then, by (4.5) a" Sap) < iik. An improvement over (4.8) might be achieved if we take more
terms of the sum in (4.3) into account. For example, let us introduce
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Then. obviously ak < (iF>::;; a,p>::;; at. The disadvantage of (4.8) and (4.9) is that these upper
bounds are computed by a recurrence. This might be relaxed if aRl is replaced by a.\:. For
example, (4.8) implies
(') __'=-'--,-"0.'_aft. = ak -
Approximationjor almost tridiagonal matrices R.
(4.10)
It was mentioned before ( and it will be numerically verified in the next section) that the
lower bound {be is a tight bound for Ok if the matrix R is •'similar" to a lridiagonal matrix. This
means, roughly speaking, that the elements on the principal diagonal, subdiagonal and supdiago-
nal of the matrix R are relatively much larger than the other elements of R. Such a property is
satisfied by a large class of queueing models, as we shall see in the next section.
More precisely, let us define a class ofMarkov Chains wiLlI the above property as:
DEFINITION. A downward bounded Markov Chain Nt is called near birth and death process
(in short: ncar-BD process) if there exist a small positive number E such that for any n.
k E C = {O, 1 •...• M} the following holds
1=2 ..... M-n. (4.11)
If (4.10) is satisfied. then the matrix R is called near tridiagonal.
* We say Ihllt,l = See) iflhere exist constants K lllIld K2such IhlltK le < x < K 2 e [4].
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o
Roughly speaking, equation (4.11) assures that the elements of R out of the diagonal. subdi-
agonal and supdiagonal are of at least E-order of magnitude smaller than the ones of the diago-
naIs.
Let us now consider the lower bound ~ for near BD Markov Chains. This bound is tight if
in (4.5) (equivalently (4.5a» the second, third and other terms are much smaller than Qk.. To
assure it let us choose a small number p(P « 1) such that the second term of (4.5a) is Ptimes
smaller than (h. that is
'i_I, .1:-2 + 'i_I. ,\;-1 + rk-l,k
rk+l,k ak_l
Taking into account (4.6), the above is equivalent to
1
ak_1 > p rk_l. k-2 + 'k-l • .1:-1 + rk-l,k
rick + rk,k-l
(4.12)
But by (4.11) the RHS of (4.12) is of order e(£I~), hence
0'_1 = e(£I~)
and it implies that the second term in (4.5a) is Ptimes smaller than fh,;.
(4.13)
Condition (4.13) is not easy to verify in practice, since one must know ak-l- But since
~-1 ~ at_I we can replace (4.13) by
l!k-l = 8(£I~).
We prove





a, = !l.k + 8(~).
(4.14)
(4.15)
Proof Using (4.14) for 1 = k - 1 and (4.11) for 1 = 2 we find that the second tenn in (4.5a) is
'i_I, k-2 + rt_I, .1:-1 + rot-I): = 8CP).
rk+l,k. ak_1
Similarly, using (4.14) for 1= k-l, k-2 and (4.11) for 1 = 3 we show that the third term is of
order e(~2) and so on. Since e(~) + e(~2) + ... + e(~'-l) = e(~) we prove (4.15).
o
Finally, let us relate the coefficients at and the drift d(k) (see (2.4», conditional throughput
SoCk) and conditional input SiCk). We now assume that Nt satisfies stochastic equation (2.3),
hence also d(k) = Sj (k) - SoCk) as (2.5) shows. Note that the average drift might be expressed
as
M
d(k) = L (m - k)r,,,, = S;(k) - SoCk).
m=k-I
(4.16)
Let us now assume that SoCk) = 'k,k-I (or more generally SoCk) = rkJ:-l + SCe» which is








'k,.t+l +rk,.I:+2 + ...
rk+U
- 18 .




= So(k) + 6(e).
Using (4.15), (4.18) and assuming e = ~ we obtain
(4.18)
COROLLARY. Let Nt be near BD process satisfying stochastic equation (2.3). If
rk,k+l = SoCk), then
Silk)
a, = So(k+l) + SeE). (4.19)
o
lbis indicates also that the modes of1th c are associated with the zeros of the drift function.
Finally, let us consider an example of a Markov Chain N f which is not a near birth and
death process (however it is uniformly bounded) such that multimodality is neither associated
with at nor with the average drift.
Example4.l
Let the transition matrix P for a Markov Chain Nt be defined as: Pk,M = Pb
Pk,lc-l = 1 - PIco p"J = 0, j:F- M, k - 1. It is easy to see that the drift is
d(k) = (M + k - l)Pk - I, that is. nonzero elements are on the sUbdiagonal and in the last
column of the transition matrix ). Note also that the steady-state probabilities satisfy
1tk+l/1tk = 1/(1 - PJJ > 1, so the function 1tkeC increases over C = {O, 1 , ...• M}. On the
oilier hand, we may selectpk in such a way that d(k) is negative or positive in different ranges of
k. i.e., d (k) = 0 might have as many zeros as we want Note also that in lhat case ak is equal to
the upper bound iik. In particular, (4.15) does not hold.
o
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5. APPLICATIONS AND NUMERICAL RESULTS
We apply the above analysis to a qualitative study of some computer system models. We
mainly concentrate on the ALOHA-type protocols, since it was OUf motivating example for the
above investigations.
Let us assume that in a sloned ALOHA system [6], [10] M users compete for an access to a
single channel. Two random access protocols are usually considered:
(a) Random access with retransmission discrimination discipline [6J (WRD-discipline),
where a user with a newly generated packet transmits it with a probability one in lhe
nearest slot. while users with collided packets send them with a probability r in the
next slots.
(b) Random access without retransmission discrimination discipline [10] (ORD-
discipline), that is, newly generated and retransmitted packets are treated the same and
they access the channel with probability r.
To specify the model, let p represent the probability of generating a new packet within a slot.
Then the number of blocked users, Nt, at the beginning of the t-th slot is a downward uniformly
bounded Markov Chain with V = 1 (single channel). Transition probabilities are easy to com-
pute, and the reader may consult [6] for WRD protocol and [10] for ORD protocol. It also turns
out that the transition matrix P is near tridiagonal with E = 0.1 for a wide range of input parame-




S,(k) = (M - k)p So(k) ~ kr(l- r)'-I (5.1)
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SiCk) = (M - k)p; SoCk) = kr(l- r)'-I(I- Pt'-' + (M - k)p(l- Pt'-'-I(I- r)'
(5.2)
Moreover, for WRD protocol Pk.,k.-l = SoCk), while for ORD protocol
Pk.,k.-l = kr(1- r)k-l(l_ ptt-k = kr(l- rl-1 + 8(p). BUl, in most applications p is very
small (p «r < 1), hence we can safely ignore a(p) and assume thatPk,k._l =So(k). Hence.
the corollary proved above may be applied to these cases.
In Fig.! and 2 we plot the steady-state distribution and ak, lower bound !be. and fOUf upper
bounds ak. ap), tiP), ap) (see (4.8)-(4.10» for WRD protocol with M = 3D, r = 0.2 P = 0.005
and p = 0.008. The graphs show that the lower bound is very tight. while none of the upper
bounds is a very light bound. However, note that the upper bounds at least preserves the shape of
Uk. Numerical values confirm OUf approximation (4.15) with £ = P= 0.1. It is easy to see that
the analysis of the lower bounds !be. is sufficient for multimodality analysis of the steady-state dis-
tribution. Formultimodality we only need to check if ak ( !!k ) is smaller or greater than one.
Table I provides numerical values for the coefficient ak and its bounds for ORD protocol
with M = 30 r = 0.2, p = 0.008. The last column of the table contains also the ratio
Sj(k)/SO<k+I). The above conclusions about the bounds are confinned, and in addition we find
out that the coefficients ak is tightly approximated by the ratio Sj(k)/So(k+l) as (4.20) predicts.
This suggests also a simple approximation of the ALOHA-system, namely, instead of solving a
large system of linear equations. we may apply (4.20). In fact, (4.20) provides an analytical
explanation for the birth and death approximation of the system investigated by the authors of
[9].
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Table 1. ORD ALOHA protocol M = 30, r ~ 0.2, P = 0.008.
k !!k a, a, -(I) -0' -0' S,(k)/SoCk+1)a, a, a,
0 1.351 1.351 1.351 1.351 1.351 1.351 1.200
1 0.668 0.737 1.288 0.737 0.737 0.737 0.725
2 0.464 0.551 1.292 0.623 0.551 0.808 0.583
3 0.384 0.474 1.314 0.692 0.484 1.014 0.527
4 0.354 0.446 1.346 0.850 0.483 1.085 0.508
5 0.352 0.444 1.386 0.996 0.544 1.140 0.508
6 0.369 0.459 1.432 1.090 0.674 1.186 0.523
7 0.398 0.487 1.484 1.149 0.846 1.229 0.548
8 0.439 0.526 1.542 1.191 1.002 1.270 0.582
9 0.490 0.575 1.606 1.228 I.ll0 1.314 0.625
10 0.550 0.632 1.677 1.262 1.180 1.360 0.677
II 0.619 0.699 1.756 1.297 1.230 1.4ll 0.737
12 0.697 0.774 1.842 1.334 1.272 1.467 0.806
13 0.785 0.858 1.936 1.374 1.312 1.529 0.883
14 0.881 0.952 2.039 1.419 1.355 1.599 0.970
15 0.987 1.054 2.150 1.470 1.402 1.677 1.065
16 1.t02 1.165 2.269 1.528 1.457 1.762 1.170
17 1.224 1.283 2.395 1.594 1.519 1.856 1.283
18 1.353 1.407 2.527 1.668 1.592 1.955 1.402
19 1.485 1.536 2.663 1.749 1.674 2.060 1.526
20 1.618 1.664 2.799 1.836 1.763 2.167 1.652
21 1.747 1.788 2.930 1.924 1.855 2.270 1.774
22 1.863 1.901 3.049 2.007 1.944 2.365 1.888
23 1.958 1.991 3.146 2.074 2.018 2.440 1.976
24 2.017 2.045 3.207 2.ll0 2.061 2.484 2.032
25 2.021 2.045 3.213 2.097 2.054 2.479 2.036
26 1.946 1.965 3.140 2.007 1.971 2.401 1.960
27 1.758 1.772 2.954 1.808 1.776 2.222 1.772
28 1.413 1.422 2.610 1.455 1.425 1.903 1.426
29 0.852 0.856 2.051 0.8919 0.858 1.404 0.861
Finally, we must stress that the above approximations of the ALOHA system work quite
well because the condition (4.14) holds. that is aX. = 8(1). Without that condition, the approxi-
mation might be quite poor. To see it, let us consider an MIDll synchronized queueing system.
Then the transition matrix P is downward unifonnly bounded with Pk,k.+l =bl +1, k '# 0,
J = -1, O. 1 .. . . , and Po; = bE where bE = ~; e-). (poisson arrival process) [7]. The P
matrix looks like below:
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bo b, b, b,
bo b, b, b,
p= 0 bo b, b,
0 0 bo b,
The probabilities bk. exponentially decreases with k. hence the matrix P is near tridiagonal and
(4.11) is satisfied with E= 0.1. The lower bound Qk is equal to
Qk= (5.3)
and for A.. < 0.5 !b. « 1. For example, for A.. = 0.1 !b; = 0.0052. Hence, (4.14) is not satisfied
for ~ = E = 0.1. In that case, we expect that (4.15) is not a tight approximation for at_ Table 2
contains some values of Qk and air. for A.. = 0.2. It is easy to see that!l;; does not tightly evaluate
Qk. however, for larger values of k the approximation improves. This confirms our observation
that condition (4.4) is quite essential for good approximation of at by the lower bound 11k.















Noting that quantitative analysis of queueing models becomes increasingly complicated. we
have argued that a qualitative approach might be a remedy. We focused our attention on the mul-
timodality property of steady-state distributions. The importance of such a study comes from the
fact that the behavior of some systems may depend on the number of maxima of the corrcspond-
ing steady-state solution. The analysis was restricted to one-dimensional uniformly bounded
Markov Chains, however, we have presented sufficient conditions for the multimodality. We
have also shown a relationship between multimodality and the average drift (more precisely, con-
ditional throughput and conditional input). This enables us to give a theoretical explanation for
the bistable behavior of ALOHA type systems. Finally I we intend that this study begins a trend
towards computer network performance through qualitative analyses.
APPENDIX. Proofof the lemma.





S-rN/l. - L rjll IIaj-l,
I="J i=j
(AI)
and equality in (AI) holds if and only if k = M. Let us notice first that by (2.2) the following
holds
k
Lrji SO forall t Sj Sk,
i=o/.
(A2)
where 0 S t < k ::;;; M. Having that we prove (AI) by induction with respect to n. For n = 1, by
(A2) with t = 0 and I, we find
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k Ie Ie Ie
o~ L 'Ii = rIO + L 'Ii ~ rIO L roJ(-roo) + L 'Ii =
i=O i=1 j=l i=l
k k
L (rOi/aO + rpl.) = rOI/aO + TU + L (rai/ao +'Ii),
i=1 i=2
(A3)
which proves (AI) for n = 1 if one notes that -TU - ror/ao > O. Let now (AI) be true for n - 1






rM. + L rftt IT ai-I + L
j~ i==j ;=+1
and (A4) proves (AI) noting that the fin;t two terms of (M) represents RHS of (AI). Equality in
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